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For a good twentJr years things had followed a fairly regular pattern - at
Ieast since the crisis of l97l-74, when, having digested the struggles of the
1960s and defeat in the Vietnam War, multinational capital relaunched its proj-
ect of development in terms of liberal policies and post-industrial modernisa-
tion. These were the years in which neo-liberalism imposed itselfi grey years,
even if they were illuminated, as was the case in France, by a number of work-
ing-class offensives (that of 1986, for example) and by a succession of student
explosions - the first manifestations of the revolt of immaterial labour -around which social protest attempted in vain to organise itself. December
1995 in France is significant because it marked the first mass break with the/
political, economic and ideological regime of the liberal epoch.

why did the struggles of December l99s represent such a powerful break-
point? why might we see them as the beginning of the end of the counter-rev-
olution of the second half of the twentieth century?

People have begun to give answers to these questions, and the answers are
often interesting. There has obviously been a growing awareness of the process
of globalisation and of construction of a united Europe, which has be.r, espe-
cially accelerated in France. There has been a feeling of betrayal of th.
Republican promise of the new presidency, and a whole set of coniradictions
brou€ht about by the new organisation of social labour - mobiliqz, flexibiliry,
break-up of the labour market, exclusion, etc. There is also the crisis of th" *el-
fare state. All this has had immediate repercussions in the process of formation
and radicalisation of the struggle. What seems to me important is to define the
new context in which the various different demands were coming about: it is a
"bio-political" context, in the sense that the struggle clashes against all the rules
of disciplinc itrr<l t'ontrol o[ the overall conditions of reproduction of'the prole-
tariat. Put bricll.y, tlre strrrgglc t:rkes its universal mcaning, becomcs:r strugglc:
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"of general interest," in the extent to which it rejects the dictatorial choice

b"tJ""n "liberalism or barbarism," and suggests a new threshold of possibilites

for contestatory action and the expression of the desire for a new world.

However, ir"lri.rg said that, we will only succeed in understanding the rad-

icaligr and the .ig.,ifi.".,"" of the epochal breakthrough represented by this

strujgle if *" po.e a new question: who was its protagonist? Who has been the

h"gJ-o.,i" suLject of this struggle? What is the nature of the social stratum

*lii"h has succeeded, in an extremely short time, in transforming a demand-

based struggle into a political struggle against globalised capitalist command?

And why? What are the material factors which Ied to the struggle expanding

and becoming politicised?
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It is easy to give an initial answer: the protagonists of these struggles have

been the "p"bti. serwices workers." It has been these workers, on the railways,

on the ,.rJ".g.or.rd, in tele-communications, in the postal services, in hospitals

and schools, o. i., the energr sector etc, who have launched the struggle and

guided it, and have given a general offensive meaning to demands which had

L"grn as principally locally-based. But unless we ask ourselves what is new

about wh"t th"se sectors represent today, within the political and productive

apparatus of advanced capitalism, this initial answer is of no particular interest.

Wh"t I mean is that there have been earlier episodes in the history of working-

class struggles in which the ability to block the circulation of commodities has

be"n funJamental in initiating political confrontations (strikes by railway

workers, in particular, occur throughout the history of working-class insur-

gency). Today, however, within the organisation of advanced capital, the abili-

ty - of *orkers in public serrrice sectors such as transportation, telecommuni-

cations, education, health and energ, - to attack the system of production

with determining political force becomes decisive, to the exclusion of all else.

Thatcher and Reagan, those muscular initiators of liberal strate$/, were well

aware of this when, in the early phase of restructuration, they chose to make

political examples of workers in the energz sector and the air transport sector.

So, how do we explain all this?

If we want to avoid banal answers, we first have to recognise that in the

structure of advanced capitalism the totaliSr of transportation, telecommunica-

tions, education and ener5/ - in other words, the major public services - no

longer represents solely a moment of the circulation of commodities or an ele-

.rr"rrt of reproduction of wealth, but constitutes rather the global form which
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structures production itself. People have told us time and again that production
has become circulation, that we have to work 'just-in-time," that the worker
has to become a link in the social chain. Well, the strikers in the public servic-
es have shown how, by exercising an effect on one of the links of circulation,,
they are able to affect the entire chain of production; they have shown how,l
when they acted against the container, the whole content had to react. And
since we are not speaking solely of the structures of production, but of the sub-
jective forces which become apparent through them, one sees clearly why the
struggles of the workers in the public services have, right from the start, "rep-
resented" the totalif of workers and why, in the strategic location that they
occupy, their struggle was an immediate attack on the global totaliry of the pro-
ductive system and its new social and political dimensions.

To those who describe this struggle as "reactionary" and "conservative,"1
and who are particularly partial to objective analysis of the process of produc-
tion, we can thus reply straight away, in the terms of their own frame of refer-
ence, that these struggles, and their protagonists, have, quite the contrary, a
central and decisive place within the new mode of production: they have car-
ried the struggle through against the truly decisive point of capitalist "reform"
and have, for this sole reason, momentarily blocked it.

3

But the protagonists of the struggle have not been only the working class,
and more generally the workers in the public serwices. They have also been a
million men and women who, in Paris and in towns throughout France, in
order to travel to work, or simply to get around, have made efforts worthy of
wartime, in conditions that were extremely difficult. The media depicted these
efforts, this daily weary slog, with excessive enthusiasm - first in an attempt
to organise a revolt of transport "users," and then, once this attempt had been
massively rejected, to highlight the civility and conviviality of their behaviours,
while moralising about the suffering being caused by the strike. However, have
not industrial sociologr, neo-liberal ideolog, and whole swathes of literature on
the state been telling us foryears that, in post-industrial socieqr, users are them-
selves producers of the serwices? So how is it that these producers of ideolog,
now start contradicting themselves by attempting to set the communiqz of users
against the service-sector workers and by attempting, by all means possible, to
split them into separate communities?

In efhct, the uscrs are "co-producers" o[ the public scrvices. 'l'hc.y are "c<,r-

produccrs" irr lr wlt<rlt' rangc of senses, going ltrm :r rn:rxirnurlr pirssivc con-
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sumption and minimum interactivif into a minimum passive consumption and
maximum interactiviSr. In the first bracket we could put the users of ener5/
seryices, and into the second, users of telecommunications, education and
health. Today, in struggle, this "co-production" has displayed a very developed
level of awareness. The "users" have recognised their own interest in the strug-
gle of the workers who produce the serwices together with them. If services are
a co-production, then they are a co-production which is public in essence. I am 

,,

not denying here that there may be opposing interests and that contradictions li

may emerge between supp$ and demand in the provision of services; I am mere-
ly pointing out that these contradictions also take place within a public dimen-
sion. Thus, when the service-sector workers turned their struggle into a defence,
and an affirmation, of the public character of their production and a demand for,
its recognition as such, the "users" recognised themselves totally as "co-produc-l
ers" of this struggle. The long distances that people walked in the snow, the
hitch-hiking, the queues, the endless waiting have thus to be considered as

episodes of struggle. The strike demonstrated its power not only by means of
noisy trade union demonstrations, but above all by cheerful processions to work
in the morning and back again in the evening. This was not a "strike by proxy," 

,

but a strike that was diffuse, embracing the whole of societal life, and one that I

became part of everyday realiqr. In the dictionary of strikes invented by the pro-
letariat in struggle (sectoral strikes, general strikes, wildcat strikes, sit-down
strikes, etc...) we now have to add a new term, the metropolitan strike.l

Let us now look closer. In highlighting this metropolitan "co-production" of
the struggle, we identi$r a concept of "public" which has a revolutionary valen-
cy. In the feelings of co-responsibiliry which the "users" have, as regards the
functioning of - and also the strikes in - the seryices, one has effectively to
recognise an act of "reappropriation of administration." An act which is direct
and subversive. From an awareness of the nature of this act, onel thoughts
therefore necessarily have to turn to what underlies it: to the identification of
public service, and thus of its management and its productive functions at a
very general level, as something which is in common to all. In common to all in
the same way as are all products of cooperation, from language to democratic,
administration. A definition of "public" which no longer has anyhing to do I
with its "statist" definition.
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The state bares its capitalist aspect when it seeks to privatise the public
services. Conversely, the struggles reveal a subversive aspect going beyond the
state and its function as protector of capital. Even when some of the protagno-
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sists argue for a "French-sqzle public service," I believe that very few people
today would consider it credible to defend this left-over of the Third Republic,
re-actualised by that Fordist compromise between the popular forces of the
Resistance and the Gaullist technocracy which still exists despite its anachrol
nism. For us the struggles mean that if a "French-sqrle public service" is to con-
tinue to exist, it will pose itself in completely new terms, as a first experiment
in a reconstruction of the public service within a democratic dynamic of reap-
propriation of administration, of democratic co-production of services.
Through these struggles there now opens a new problematic, which is a con-
stituent problematic. What we have to understand is what is meant by a new
"public character of the services" which, in permitting them to remove them-
selves from privatisation and from the rules of the world market, permits them
at the same time to extract themselves from the ideological mystifications which
are born from the globalising and directly capitalist function of the action of the
national state. The awareness of this problematic has been implicit in the strug-
gles. It rePresents their subversive potential. Furthermore, if it is true that the
services today constitute "the global form" of all florms of productiviqr, whether
state or private - if it is true that they reveal how central and exemplary is the
role of cooperation in the totaliSr of production and circulation - then tlis new
concept of "public" will constitute the paradigm of every new experiment in
socialised production.

To sum up: the public as an ensemble of activities under the guardianship
of the state with a view to permitting the reproduction of the capitalist system
and of private accumulation, has here ceased to exist. We find ourselves f""i.rg
a new concept of public. In other words a concept of production organised on
the basis of an interactivigr in which development of wealth and development
of democracy become indistinguishable, just as the interactive broadening of
the social relationship is indistinguishable from the reappropriation of adminis-
tration by productive subjects. The elimination of exploitation here becomes
visible; it appears no longer as m;nh but as concrete possibility.

5

But this new subjective dimension of "the public" is not something which
affects only the "social" workers, in other words the workers in the .o"i"l ..*-
ices. It is something which affects, as we have seen, the subjectivity of the co-
producers of services, and thus all citizens who work. The "Toru en,tcmblc"
("Everyone together") slogan of the struggles can thus be read as having
revealed a new community, a productive social cornmrrnity which is seel<ing to
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be recognised. The recognition is two-fold. It is on the one hand the dynamic of
re-composition which runs through the movement - it is the community of
struggle in which all workers are co-involved by the working class who, through
their position, form the essential backbone of productive cooperation (and it is
the first dynamic of the process). And secondly, the recognition demanded con-

sists in the reappropriation of the services, both by the community in struggle,

and by those who, in working, use the services in order to produce wealth.
Thus the struggle functions as a prefiguration of the aim to which it is tend-

ing: the method - in other words the "being together" in order to win - is the

prefiguration of the objective aim -- in other words, "being together" in order
to construct wealth, outside of and against capitalism.

Here I am interested in showing that within the struggle which we have

Iived through, and most particularly in those areas where public services were
involved, the concept of "communiSr" became enriched with essential articula-
tions. The concept of communiqr has often been considered, even and particu-
larly within subversive thinking, as something which mystified the concrete
articulations of exploitation, by flattening them into a figure in which the total-
iqr of the association of social subjects was given by the uniqr of the function,
rather than by the contradictory articulation of the process of association and

production. In the course of the struggle which we are analysing, we saw

appearing for the first time a communiSz which is extremely articulated, a

Gemeintcha/t which has within it all the characteristics of multipliciqr - and
which, as a whole productive entigr, opposes itself to power.

Our reflection on the movement thus leads us to pose the problem of the
transition to a higher level of productive organisation, where the "public" is

considered as the ensemble of social functions which, thanks to the wealth of its
articulations, does not require the separation of levels of production and levels

of command. On the contrary, reappropriation of command within the produc-
tive function and the construction of the social relationship henceforth form a
continuum. The problem of the transition towards an autonomous social comll
munity, towards communism, will no longer reside solely in the definition of thel
form of struggle against the state, but on the contrary will reside essentially 

I

within the definition of procedures and forms which will permit the reappro--\

priation of productive functions by the community to take place.
"Tou.t endemble" is aproject of transition to communism. These struggles per-

mit us to begin once again calling by its name the real movement of transfor-
mation of the present state of things. And while the work to be done in order to
recompose in our imaginations the real movement and the development of his-

tory is immense, at the same time we can begin to give form to the utopia of the
movement by means of statements which translate the desire.
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The slogan "Tou.t entemble" was launched and picked up by the movement,
in conjunctural manner, as an invitation to workers in the private sector to join
the strike movement. We have seen how the slogan gradually transformed
itself. But it is true that the initial invitation, in its first signification, fell flat.
Why? Why was it that the workers belonging to the "juridically" defined pri-
vate sector of the economy did not join the struggle?

The explanations given for the fact that workers in the private sector did
not come out on strike are grounded in realism: they range from justifications
related to the structure of the waged workforce (a waged workforce which is
individualised and therefore subject to immediate repression by its bosses in the
event of strike action) to justifications arising from the crisis of trade unionism
in the private sectors of industry and services. These explanations, for all their
realism, nevertheless forget one structural element of private enterprise - the
fact that in it the tendency of transformation of the productive structure into a
public service structure is not evident, and that it remains hidden, on the one
hand by the strong continued existence of the manufacturing industries, and on
the other by the baleful predominance of the rules of private profit, often rein-
terpreted by means of financial models. This is perhaps the moment to say that
the productive functions linked to manufacturing production are, in a thousand
different ways, on the way to extinction. And that, consequently, the working!-l
class strata within the arena of manufacturing are the most sensitive to the I

blackmail of unemployment, and are therefore the weakest. It is precisely foi1
thisreasonthattheyarelessc@nsivestruggl"..F.o,.'
now on they are lo"k"d into a p"."do*' "t-t-ffi",fit ;ffiTfr-"ter into
struggle, they will be doing it in order also to destroy the places of production
in which today they receive their wages. In a sense they resemble the peasants
of the French Revolution in an earlier age: they are struggling to ensure the vic-
tory not of the system of production within which they are engaged, but of
another system of production in which they will be crushed.

However this interpretation applies only to the working class of the private
manufacturing sector. If we look at the private sector as a whole, we find that
service companies are becoming more and more of a presence. [-arge manufac-
turing concerns are massively "putting out" more and more of their directly and
indirectly productive functions. They are reducing them to commercial servic-
es and inserting them into the context of social production. And it is within the
private service sector that the rediscovery of the public, ancl thus the recompo-
sition of the new proletariat, is possible. It is possible in rhc arc:rs whcrc t[c
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working class elements, in the private sector, have as their basic characteristics

t"*porl flexibiliry and spatial mobility. In other words, in the areas where

profi, is formed, ". it i. irrthe public sectors, principally through the exploita-

tion of social cooPeration.
In the struggle" of December 1995, the invitation extended to the private sec-

tor to join the siruggle was marked by delay and colfusion.-This invitation was

*"d" in the traditional form of an appeal to the workers of the private manufac-

turing sector, whereas, in the course of the struggle, it turned out to be the work-

i.rg "L". 
and the operators ofthe service sectors, and even ofprivate-sector selw-

i"J., *ho grasped ihe opportunity to recognise themselves in the new concept of

public - I"d ihrr. i., the cooperative reappropriation of the production of wealth

in the construction and democratic administration of productive societ;r'
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We can now return to the business of identifying the subject of the

December struggle. If one stays at a superficial level, one recognises that we are

dealing *ith **k"rs in the "public services"; looking closer, these workers

,pp."I as "social workers" - in other words, as producers of social relations,

"ni th"r"by as producers of wealth; at a third and closer look, this identification

is r"inforcJd by th" fact that the clients of the services, in other words citizens in

general, *"."Ltir" in co-producing the struggle; fourthly, it appears evident

Ihat the fact that the services are public in character mal<es them the strategic 
11

locus of exploitation, and thus of new contradictions through which offensivell

struggles Utt U" able to develop; fifth, it is clear that service workers in the pri-

vate-s-ector (in other words those majorit;r workers in the private sector which

has been restructured into serwices) will be drawn into this cycle of struggles'

But the "social worker" is an immaterial worker. He is this because he is a

highly educated element, because his work and his effort are essentially intel-

l"Jt"i and because his activity is cooperative. Henceforth what we find at the

heart of societ;r and its structures of power is a production made up of linguis-

tic acts 
".,d 

oi cooperative activities. So the social worker is immaterial inas- 
il

much as he particifates in the new intellectual and cooperative nature of work' tt

But this new nature of work is still 'bioa," an entire life made of needs and

desires, of singularities and of generations succeeding each other. Those

involved in the struggle of December showed, through the struggle and its

objectives, that the ""ti""ty 
of life in dl its complexity is both the object of

struggle and production ofsubjectiviSr - and therefore refusal ofsocial coop-

eration's enslavement to the development of capital'
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In any event - as the striking workers told the government - il'y.u <lon't
want to recognise the freedom due to this collective intellectual naturc ql::rsso-
ciated labour, you will soon be forced to recognise its power and to recognise
that it is inescapable - and you will find that it is impossible for you to .,.g.r-
tiate wages, social reproduction and political-economic constitution .r.lu". vo,,
take this realiry entirely into account!

Telecommunications and formation ltrant: in the sense of education and
training] are the most significant class sectors from the point of view of immate-
rialiqr, of the interactive public, of the " bba" - here the General Intellect which
Marx foresaw as being the fundamental agent of production in advanced capi-
talism reveals itself aslfua* In the processes of formation, the labour fo."" 

"o.r-structs itself and reconfructs itself as an ongoing process, throughout one,s own
life and through future generations, in full interactivi$r not only between active
singularities, but befween these and the world, the (Jmweb*hich surrounds it,
constructed and reconstructed ongoingly by human activiql. Given that telecom-
munications are shortly coming to represent the totalit;z of circulation of pro-
ductive signs, of cooperative languages, they thus constitute the exterior aspect
of this constant capital which human brains have reappropriated to themselves.
And it is through formation and telecommunications that-the processes of pro-
duction of subjectivitSz come up against the processe. of 

".r.l".,rlment 
of proiuc-

tive subjectivities and against the construction of surplus-value-profit.
It is thus on these articulations that the struggle over the form ofappropri-

ation concentrates - because formation and telecommunications ..p."r"rrtlh"
highest point, and the most explicit structure, of productio., as public serwice.

B

The struggles of December 1995 are a formidable challenge for revolution-
ary theory. The workers in both the material and immaterial Jectors have been
hegemonic here - in other words, the social worker in the fullness of his pro-
ductive attributes. consequently these struggles are situated at the level of
advanced capitalism or, if you prefer, post-modern and,/or post-industrial capi-
talism. The service sector workers bring the issue of .o"i"i productivigz to th"
forefront and reveal the contradictions which are opposed io it. d",,rullpment.
The problem of emancipation from capitalist 

"o.rr*".rd and the problem of lib-
eration from the capitalist mode of production are here posed in new ways,
because the class struggle here presents itself ir, .., 

".r1irely 
new manner.

Manufacturing industry.and the people who work in it are clefinitivcly losing
the central rolc wlrich the.y had h.rd in the launching .n<l lea<lership rrf .,1^.I
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struggle, whereas those people who work in the services, even and particularly

those in the private ."..i.".'.""tors of the advanced economies, are powerfully

attracted into entering into the field of revolutionary struggle'

Therefore theoryioday needs to confront this new realiqz. It has to work in

general terms on th'e r.lat"io.rships between "general intellect" (in other words

f,"g"-o.ri" immaterial "nd 
int"li".tual labour) a.,d "bbt" (in other words the

dii".r"io., within which intellectual labour as reappropriated constant capital

opposes itself to a capitalist command which has by now become completely

pli*i i"y. But above *ll,h"ory needs to work on the relationships which close-

iy U.t social interactiviqr ".ri it" political forms, production and politics, pro-

iu"ti.,re power ".,d "on"iitrent 
power. In his time Lenin had already posed the

p."ut".. "r 
the relationship between economic appropriation by the proletariat

,.,d th" political forms of this appropriation. In his time, and within the rela-

tions of iroduction with which h" ** dealing, realism led him to think that the

t"r-,,di^.tatorship" might represent a solution. However, without casting asPer-

sions on a man *ho .ro"" the first to have understood the necessiqr of combin-

ing revolution and enterprise, our liberation utopia is radically different from

*f,^t he proposed. W" h".r" the possibility of doing it - and of knowing what

we are talking about, because production is today a world of interactive rela-

tions which J.rly "d"*ocracy" can con"titute and manage' Democracy, " P"1-ll
erful democrary of producers, that is the essential motivating core ot' our work l\

and analysis todaY.

ro uritd "the public" against the state, to work on the basis of a democra-

cy of producers aiainst the parasitism of capital, to identify the forms in which

tile i.,ter"ctirrity of production (revealed by the development of services) can

articulate *ithihe (r"r,e*ed) forms of political democracy, and to bring to light

the material fabric of the political co-production of the social: there, in " 1:t-l
shell, you have the .r"* trsk" of theory. urgent, and extremely alive, just like'

the struggles which brought them into being'

Wh;; we take " "1o.". 
look, we see that numerous theoreticians of social

reproduction in postmodernity are already posing similar problems' A whole

.".rg" of .o.irl ."i"."" .""""."h".s who have not accepted liberalism as the only

*rj of thinking - particularly in the country that is the queen of capitalism,
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propriating administration, in order to manage the totalit.y ol';,r,,, lrr, tlrrr r'r,l
reproduction of socieqz?

9

- 
wilh the struggles of December 199s, we have entere<l :r .(.r\, ;,rr,r.,, ,,r

political practice.
The first problem p_osed is obviously that of the re-opening .r'rrrr. ,,tr rrlr,r1r,.

after its suspension, and thus the problem of how to enlarge ancl *t,...r,p,r1,,.,; ;4,,.
front of the social worker, in the public services, but above-all in t6c 1,r:iv,,r,. u,.,
tor. we also have to find ways of expressing in the broadest and str.rrrrg,.,,r ;,,,,,sible terms the contribution made by social subjects in educaLti.,,/,,..,,,,,,,,r,,
(schools, universities etc), and in telecommunications, to new perspt.t,tivr.r l,,r
the construction of revolutionary movement, and to organise tlie co-;r,..,,1,,,,i,,1r,
these struggles together with the citizen-as-worker.

But here emerges the second fundamental problem: how to define .. 1,,,.,,, .,1'l
struggle and of organisation which will be cJerent with the new conc..,,r ,,1'l"the public" in the terms in which it was expressed in the.trrggl.l*,,t.[
December. This means a form of organisation which permits, i.r"."".i.rgly, rrr.,
creation of relationships and links between category demands "rd !Jr,"..,Idemands for a bio-political wage, for an extension of public service, for thc
reappropriation of administration.

clearly, the capacity which the workers in struggle have revealed - that of
reorganising themselves at the territorial level, and breaking with the tradition-
al professional divisions of French trade unionism - "o,rld 

b" taken up as a
paradigm for a uni$ring recomposition of the objectives of struggle and flr the
general form in which the struggle is conducted. In a ""rr."'rh"." forms of
organisation prefigure new rank-and-file and mass political instances (in other
words, no longer simply trade-unionist). They ."rr""r - paradoxically by
reconnecting with the organisational origins of the labour mo-vement - a cen_
tlal eleme1t of the post-Fordist organisation of production: its societal diffu-
sion. This local, territorral, intercategorial ,rrd .r.rit"ry organisation really does
seem to present a solid basis for the generalisation 

"f th" defence of workers,
interests as regards wages and struggle over the conditions ofsocial reproduc-
tion; and at the same time it is 

_precisely from this starting position (and only
from this) that itwill be possible to launch that initiativ""of ,,p.,bli",,."opp.J_
priation of administration and of services that will be capablc .,f .rp".,irlg ; ;".-spective of struggle (br :r truly radic:rl democr:rcv' 

,r,rrnNsr.n.r.r,:r ) r!\, tir r r,)rrrr.:u'

thJUrrit"d St"i". of A*".i"" 
-- 

,r.working to clarify the problem of the rela- .
r r t ,' a I- ---^-^^-. \'

tionship between growing social cooperation and the production of democracy.

B,ri th" struggle" of December go well beyond these thematics, because

they pose the pfilem not simply as a possibility, but as a n€cessi5r, because

the], anticipate the solution by showing that democracy of the multitude is a

.".llrrtio.,.ry fact. So here we have a new theme, which is far from secondary:

what does it mean to revolutionise social cooperation, by democratically reap-


